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Abstract
Many research questions related to performance or to injury prevention require biomechanical approaches and study plans that provide the best achievable compromise between internal and external validity. This is especially true for winter sport activities like skiing which cannot adequately be reproduced under laboratory conditions. The keynote presentation will illustrate how these methodological challenges have been addressed to answer three of the currently most researched questions in wintersports:

1. the loading of the hip joint at different skiing manoeuvres (to answer the question if skiing is recommendable sport for people with hip replacement),
2. the effectiveness of wrist guards for the prevention of wrist or lower arm fractures in snowboarding,
3. the development of algorithms for mechatronic ski bindings with the target to reduce the unchanged high rate of knee injuries.

Each one of these three research projects comprises of a variety of methods. For the determination of the hip joint loads, full body motion capturing on the snow, combined with differential GPS and ground reaction force measurements delivered the input for an inverse model. In our wrist guard study simulated falls in the lab provided the input data for a multi-body and finite element model to simulate stress and strain of both os radius and os ulna with and without wrist guard. To develop the mechatronic binding and to systematically investigate its potential to reduce loads to the anterior cruciate ligament, an artificial knee joint with full muscle control has been realized. The keynote will give the method overview and the results derived for each of these three projects.
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